IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING GRIEVANCE REDRESSAL

Screening Test for M.Sc. Admission 2022-23

Following are the important information’s related to grievance redressal related to screening test to be held on 23-05-2022 for M.Sc. Admission 2022-23:

1. In case there is any objection/s related to any question/s and their option/s asked in the question paper or answer key examinee can submit his/her objections till 1:00 PM, 23/05/22.
2. Objection can be submitted physically only at Room no. from 11.00AM to 1:00 PM , 23/05/2022. No objection will entertain after due time.
3. Objections will be entertained in the prescribed format only which will be available at www.nia.nic.in.
4. For each question examinee has to pay rupees 100/- (without deposition of the fees objection/s will not be entertained).
5. You can enclose additional sheet of paper along with format (if required) to provide detail of your objection for revaluation by the subject expert.
6. You must attach the evidence/proof in support of your claim with providing complete detail of the source such as detail of book, author, and publication etc.
7. You are advised to provide evidence/proof from authentic source only.
8. If you provide evidence/proof from any website/webpage/internet detail of the link must be provided so that authenticity can be established. Any objection without any authentic proof/requisite fees will not be entertained
9. Your objection will be submitted to the subject expert/s for evaluation and decision.
10. If any ambiguity (in the question language/ no option is correct/ more than one option is correct etc.) is reported by the subject expert question will be withdrawn from the exam and will not be considered for evaluation.
11. Revised answer key will be uploaded in case of any change is required consequent upon expert decision/objection raised.
12. The decision of the committee will be final and binding. No further objection will be entertained.

(Prof. Sanjeev Sharma)
Director
APPLICATION FOR REDRESSAL OF GRIEVANCE PERTAINING TO SCREENING TEST HELD ON
23-5-2022

(Separate Application should be submitted for each Question)

1. Particulars of Candidate:
   - Name: 
   - Address: 
   - Contact: Mobile No. 
   - E-mail: 
   - Fee Deposit Details (Transaction ID):
     - Roll No. 
     - Post 

2. Objection Details:
   - Question No.:
   - Grievance:
     (i) Problem in Question Body (Stem):
       - Wrong Question:
       - Wrong Language:
       - Others:
     (ii) Problem in Options
       - All Wrong Options:
       - More than One Correct Answer:
       - Wrong Answer Key:
     (iii) Others:

Signature of Candidate

Note: 1. Scanned Copy of reference in support of the objection is to be attached essentially.
2. Candidate should deposit a Fee of Rs. 100 per Question by Cash in Room no. of the Institute.